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THE FUTURE OF COMMUNICATION IN HEALTHCARE
NEW FUNCTIONS OF HCC-07 IP SYSTEM

► PATIENT SERVICE CALL
- Coffee, meal etc.

► DISCONNECTION CALL
- Call triggered when patient terminal (unit) is disconnected from the socket or nonfunctional

► BED EMERGENCY CALL
- Special emergency call from patient bed with higher priority than call from bathrooms

► BLUE CODE (HEART ALARM)
- Special button call for resuscitation team

► ROOM TERMINAL
- The presence of nurse in the room (green button)
- The presence of staff in the room (yellow button)
- Various possible functions for blue button
- Alarm call
- Doctor call
- Registration of staff by means of wireless RFID card reader

► PATIENT TERMINAL
- Handset with display showing current time or the number of chosen entertainment program
- Up to 10 entertainment programs available
- Two programmable buttons for light control or other types of call
- Cancel button by the patient bed

► BED CONNECTION
- Cancel and call buttons by the patient bed
- LAN module for connection with PC